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Euro-Med Monitor’s activities in 2020

The Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor is a youth-led independent, 

nonprofit organization that advocates for the human rights of all persons across 

Europe and the MENA region, particularly those who live under occupation, in the 

throes of war or political unrest and/ or have been displaced due to persecution 

or armed conflict.

Euro-Med Monitor was established in November 2011 and is registered in 

Switzerland, where it maintains its official headquarters. The idea of Euro-Med 

Monitor is inspired by the people’s will to rebel against tyranny and oppression 

that swept through the Arab region in 2011 and continues to percolate everywhere.

Currently, in addition to our administrative/policy office in Geneva (home of many 

human rights-related UN bodies), Euro-Med Monitor has fully staffed field offices 

in the Palestinian Occupied Territories and Libya, in addition to representatives 

and collaborations with organizations serving the remaining MENA countries 

and Europe. 

Euro-Med is managed by a senior staff dispersed among these countries and 

guided by a Board of Trustees chaired by Professor Richard Falk.

Our mission must not only be to observe and document violations of human 

rights, but also to inform public opinion and “plant the seeds” for international 

background
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mobilization by advocacy organizations, governmental bodies, watchdog groups 

and grassroots activists. 

International law must once again become a respected tool of world governance, 

to which the downtrodden and persecuted can look for relief through recognition 

and redress, including compensation. Impunity must become an artifact of the 

past, no matter how wealthy or influential the party

Euro-Mediterranean operates as a complement to and partner with other 

human rights organizations in the MENA region. Through our news bulletins, 

video interviews and in-depth reports, we both expose incidents with detail not 

available through other sources, and probe broad patterns of behavior that call 

out for sustained attention. When helpful, we pose recommendations for dealing 

with humanitarian crises and helping those affected.

In many cases, we have successfully made a considerable change on the ground, 

represented in developing the relevant authorities’ policies and handling crises 

in a way that ensures the protection of the rights of the marginalized people, the 

victims, and the conflict-affected. 
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Major events involving flagrant violations of human rights took place in 2020 that 

required special treatment considering the unusual nature of events this year. 

The Coronavirus (COVID19-) pandemic has struck the world at the beginning of 

2020 leaving hundreds of thousands dead and millions infected while forcing a 

complete closure of most of the countries in an attempt to curb the infections. 

As a result of the difficulty of working under the conditions of closure and the 

escalation of human rights violations, Euro-Med Monitor went ahead with 

an emergency action plan based on two strategies: first, adopting remote 

working approach for communication between the Middle East and Europe 

work teams and the administration, and identifying and distributing the tasks; 

second, scaling up monitoring, documentation, and advocacy work to provide a 

comprehensive coverage of human rights violations that have escalated in line 

with the governments’ increased exploitation of the closure measures to tighten 

the restrictions on rights and freedoms, and the continuing conflicts in the Middle 

East.

The asylum and migration crisis in Europe, the armed conflict in Yemen and Libya, 

restrictions on rights and freedoms in the Gulf, violations during the COVID19- 

pandemic, and human rights violations in Iraq, Lebanon, Sudan, Jordan, Algeria, 

and Palestine were among the most notable topics Euro-Med Monitor covered 

during its work in 2020.

During its work in 2020, Euro-Med Monitor placed a strong emphasis on lobbying 

and advocacy efforts and successfully reviewed through dozens of oral and 

written statements and special seminars pressing human rights issues before 

Introduction
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the European Parliament (EP) and the United Nations Human Rights Council 

(UNHRC) in Geneva. During the sessions and oral statements, Euro-Med Monitor 

highlighted the most important violations monitored and documented by its 

teams in reports published throughout 2020. The Euro-Med team built on greater 

cooperation with dozens of international institutions in various fields, including 

sending petitions and joint reports, the most recent of which was a report on 

refugees with disabilities in Turkey, conducted by Euro-Med Monitor in partnership 

with York University in Canada.

This report reviews examples of its most prominent projects conducted by Euro-

Med Monitor in 2020. The organization issued 136 press releases, compiled 18 in-

depth reports, and conducted 44 activities, covering the Middle East and north 

Africa (MENA) region and Europe. Along with human rights defenders around the 

world, these efforts paid off in decreasing and limiting some of these violations 

and providing assistance to vulnerable groups to gain some of their rights in 

several cases. 
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Activities

The lobbying and advocacy team at Euro-Med Monitor undertakes regular                         

activities to exert pressure on decision makers to back down from human 

rights violations. These activities include addressing UN agencies concerned   

with human rights and the perpetrators and sending petitions with partner 

organizations to stir up a public opinion that exerts pressure on the perpetrators 

of these violations. Euro-Med Monitor participates regularly in the activities of 

the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHCR), which holds three regular 

sessions every year. Euro-Med Monitor reviews through oral statements and 

special seminars on the sidelines of these sessions pressing human rights issues 

in its areas of work in the Middle East and North Africa, which aims to raise the 

voice of the victims, and expose the violations they are subjected to and their 

perpetrators. The organization permanently directs requests to the Council and 

Member States to act and take appropriate measures to ensure the protection of 

human rights and the cessation of violations.
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Most notable activities undertaken by Euro-Med Monitor in 2020

February

Complaint before the UN about the arrest and torture of Iraqi 

activist: Euro-Med Monitor submitted an urgent complaint to the 

United Nations Special Rapporteur for the Promotion and Protection 

of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression about the 

Iraqi authorities’ serious violations against a human rights activist.                

Euro-Med Monitor called on the UN to pressure the Iraqi authorities 

to stop their serious violations of the right to peaceful protest and 

freedom of expression and to hold accountable those involved 

in practices of arbitrary detention and torture and bring them to 

justice.
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March

Following Greece›s Violations Against Asylum Seekers, Euro-Med 

Monitor Address EU Top Leaders to Demand Actions: Euro-Med 

Monitor sent a letter to the President of the European Commission, 

Mrs. Ursula von der Leyen and the President of the European Council, 

Mr. Charles Michel, protesting Greek authorities› gross human rights 

violations against asylum seekers at the Turkish borders, calling 

on the EU to ensure that its recent funding to Greece won›t spur 

further violations.

Prof. Falk submits Amicus Curiae on the situation of the State 

of Palestine to ICC: Professor Richard Falk, former United Nations 

Special Rapporteur for the Palestinian Territories, legal expert and 
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Danish Parliament committee lists Euro-Med Monitor’s petition 

on Coronavirus on its website: The Committee of Foreign Affairs at 

the Danish parliament has listed a petition launched by Euro-Med 

Monitor on its website, calling for the release of political detainees 

in Israeli and Arab prisons in the Middle East and North Africa in the 

light of the spread of the Coronavirus (COVID19-) around the world. 

The official website of the Danish Parliament published the petition 

which calls on the governments of the region, including Israel, to 

immediately release prisoners of conscience to save their lives before 

it is too late.

head of the Board of Trustees of the Euro-Med Monitor submitted 

Amicus Curiae on the situation of the State of Palestine to 

International Criminal Court (ICC).
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Euro-Med Monitor calls 

on Sweden to grant 

temporary citizenship 

rights to asylum 

seekers: Euro-Med 

Monitor sent an official letter to the Swedish Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, Ms. Ann Linde, expressing concern over the situation 

of asylum seekers in Sweden during the ongoing pandemic of 

COVID19-. Euro-Med Monitor called on the Sweden authorities to 

grant temporary citizenship rights to all asylum seekers, refugees 

and migrants in its custody in order to ensure healthcare for all. 

Euro-Med Monitor joins 29 orgs in call for unblocking VoIP apps in     

Gulf region: In light of the global COVID19- pandemic, Euro-Med 

Monitor co-signed a joint statement along with 29 international 

organizations, calling on the respective governments of Oman, 

April
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21 women MEPs co-sign Euro-Med Monitor’s petition to stop 

violations against women in Saudi Arabia: Euro-Med Monitor’s 

team launched a petition, signed by 21 women Members of the 

European Parliament, calling on the Saudi government to end 

all forms of discrimination against women in the Kingdom on all 

legislative, executive, and judiciary producers, and to release all 

women activists who were detained for calling for their rights. The 

petition also called on the Saudi government to fully implement 

all reforms it has promised, and to lift all restrictions on the basic 

freedoms of Saudi women, such as the choice of who and when to 

marry and the ability to study abroad and travel.

Qatar and the United Arab Emirates to lift their long ban on Voice 

Over IP (VoIP) platforms. The organizations that singed, including 

Human Rights Watch and Access Now, called on the Gulf countries 

to permanently lift all restrictions on VoIP platforms and facilitate 

their citizens’ full access to secure and reliable internet.
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In video: Euro-Med Monitor documents the Israeli execution of 

a Palestinian civilian: Euro-Med Monitor presented a short video 

narrating the last moments in the life of the Palestinian with disability, 

Iyad Al-Hallaq, before the Israeli forces executed him. Through the 

video, Euro-Med Monitor shows that executing Al-Hallaq was illegal 

as he was posed no threat to the Israeli forces. 

30 human rights organizations call for ending enforced 

disappearance in Iraq: In a petition published by Euro-Med 

Monitor, 30 human rights organizations called for ending enforced 

May

June
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Short documentary on the asylum seekers’ life conditions in 

Greece: Euro-Med Monitor published a short documentary on its 

affiliated platform, HuMedia. The documentary shows the tragic 

conditions of asylum seekers in Greece, the difficulties they face on 

the way there, the obstacles the authorities impose against them, 

and the growing violations they suffer from in refugee camps.   

Euro-Med Monitor participates in a webinar at London College: 

Euro-Med Monitor participated in a webinar organized by the 

London Collegiate College entitled «Violence, Health, and Daily Life: 

Gaza from the other side,» where Euro-Med Monitor discussed the 

latest issues related to the blockade of Gaza.

disappearance in Iraq and taking immediate measures to stop this 

crime prohibited under Iraqi and international laws.
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Euro-Med Monitor before HRC: Israel continues to practice extra-

judicial killing: Euro-Med Monitor delivered an oral statement 

before UNHRC, expressing its grave concern over the killing of 

Palestinian young man Iyad Al-Hallaq, at the hands of Israeli forces 

despite being defenseless, with special needs, and without posing 

any threat to the soldiers. Euro-Med Monitor urged the Council to 

exert pressure on Israel to bring the perpetrators to justice. 

Euro-Med Monitor calls on Brückepreis Society to withdraw 

prize from Tzipi Livni: Euro-Med Monitor sent a letter to Prof. 

Willi Xylander, President of the Bridge Prize Society for 2020 to 

express strong opposition and serious concern regarding the 
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At UNHRC: Euro-Med Monitor join other organizations to call for 

issuing an international report on hate speech in Libya: In an oral 

statement before UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor warned against the 

risks of the growing discourse of hatred, incitement to violence 

and misinformation in Libya. The organizations called on UNHRC 

to direct the High Commissioner Office to submit a report on hate 

speech and incitement against violence in the Libyan media to 

identify channels and individuals who commit this crime, document 

its effects and suggest effective mechanisms to address it.

Society’s decision to award the 2020 prize to Ms. Tzipi Livni of Israel, 

who’s accused of alleged war crimes and crimes against humanity 

committed in the blockaded Gaza Strip during Operation Cast Lead 

9/2008 when she was Israel’s Foreign Minister.
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After Euro-Med Monitor report, MEP questions EC on Israeli 

drone purchases: Member of the European Parliament (MEP), 

Idoia Villanueva Ruiz submitted a Parliamentary question to the EU 

Commission regarding Euro-Med’s recent report on EU purchases of 

Israeli surveillance predator drones to be used against asylum seekers 

at sea. The purchases included 59€ million contracts awarded to two 

Israeli companies whose products have been tested through human 

rights violations in the Occupied Palestinian Territories.
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Euro-Med Monitor 

welcomes Sweden’s 

Migration Minister’s 

positive response on asylum 

seekers during COVID-19: 

In a response to a letter 

Euro-Med Monitor sent to the Swedish Government relaying its 

concerns regarding the increased exposure to risk of asylum seekers 

during the pandemic, Euro-Med Monitor received commendable 

reassurances from Sweden’s Migration and Justice Minister, Mr. 

Morgan Johansson. Minister Johansson’s letter elaborated that 

appropriate measures are being taken to ensure access to “both 

emergency health care and health care that cannot wait” for asylum 

seekers and others.

At HRC: Euro-Med Monitor calls on Arab Gulf states to lift ban on 

VoIP platforms: In light of the outbreak of the COVID19 pandemic 

July
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Euro-Med Monitor At HRC: UN should include persons with 

disabilities in refugees quota due to climate change risks: Euro-

Med Monitor called on the United Nations and the United Nations 

High Commission for Refugees in a written statement at the 44th 

session of HRC to include people with disabilities in conflict-torn 

areas in refugees quota due to the risks of global warming. 

around the world, the governments of Oman, Qatar, and the United 

Arab Emirates are urged to lift their long ban on Voice Over IP (VoIP) 

platforms, Euro-Med Monitor said on in a joint written speech with 

the Global Institute for Water, Environment and Health (GIWEH) at 

the 44th session of the Human Rights Council held in Geneva. 
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Lack of accountability caused increasing extrajudicial executions in 

the Middle East: Before UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor highlighted that 

the escalating rate of extrajudicial executions in the Middle East amid 

a significant lack of justice and accountability is seriously worrying 

and called on the governments of the Middle East countries to allow 

for a serious, transparent and independent investigation into these 

incidents of arbitrary killings and to follow up with concrete measures 

to put an end to such crimes.

Euro-Med Monitor at HRC: Don’t leave Yemenis and Palestinians 

face death alone: Euro-Med Monitor called on UNHRC and all states, 

especially the permanent members of the Council, to take effective 

actions to put an end to Israel›s violations of international law and to 
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Euro-Med Monitor at UNHRC: Middle East prisons overcrowded 

with detainees during COVID-19 outbreak: In an oral statement 

before UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor reviewed the situation of political 

prisoners with the spread of the Coronavirus pandemic, which is 

gravely concerning, including women. In the oral statement, Euro-

Med Monitor stated that political prisoners in Egypt, Israel, the UAE 

and other countries in the Middle East suffer deliberate neglect, 

overcrowding, unsanitary conditions, lack of access to medical, and 

health services and called on the UNHRC to exert pressure on the 

governments of the said countries to release the prisoners and put 

an end to the arbitrary detention policy. 

stop its racist practices and actions in the Palestinian territories, and 

to put a real pressure on the Arab Coalition and the Houthis to stop 

human rights violations in Yemen, and peacefully end the ongoing 

conflict to save millions of civilians› lives.
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‹Death Opportunity› wins first place in Euro-Med Monitor›s 

Human Rights Short Films Festival: Euro-Med Monitor announced 

final results of the «Human Rights Short Films Festival,” where 

the Death Opportunity, directed by Rabah Al-Bazm from the 

Palestinian Territories won the first place, Mr. Violet by director 

Osama Abu Zaid from Egypt won the second, and Soda by director 

Amal Saadboh from Mauritania came in third.
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Euro-Med Monitor report inspires EU Parliament question about 

Middle East prisons conditions: Concerns about Middle Eastern                

prison conditions during COVID19- were raised by Progressive 

Alliance of Socialists and Democrats in the European Parliament. 

Questions about the treatment of a growing number of infected 

inmates were posed to the High Representative of the European 

Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy/Vice-President of the 

European Commission, Josep Borrell. Borrell was asked to explain 

the strategies the EU is pursuing with those governments to assure 

prisoners are safe. Likewise, he was asked to discuss possible 

actions the EU and member governments could take to influence 

Gulf countries to reduce the number of prisoners in overcrowded 

prisons, and to ensure they benefit from rights such as medical care 

and family communication.

August 
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Euro-Med Monitor at HRC: Migrants’ lack of say over decisions 

impacting them is an assault on their fundamental rights: In an 

oral statement before the UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor reviewed the 

difficult humanitarian conditions of migrants and asylum seekers in 

Europe and shed light on 12,000 migrants and asylum seekers, who 

are left without shelter after fires broke out in Moria camp in Greece.

At HRC: Euro-Med Monitor reviews countries’ unilateral sanctions 

against civilian populations: In an oral statement at the 45th session 

of UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor discussed the negative effects of 

unilateral sanctions imposed by some countries against the civilian 

September
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At UNHRC: Euro-Med Monitor calls on Saudi Arabia to end 

violations against Ethiopian migrants: In an oral statement at the 

45th session of UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor shed light on the grave 

and continuing violations Ethiopian immigrants are subjected to in 

Saudi Arabia. Euro-Med Monitor called on the Saudi authorities to 

put an end to the violations against them and open a transparent 

and independent investigation into all violations of migrant workers 

in general, and Ethiopian migrants in particular, and bring the 

perpetrators of these violations to justice.

population such as the tight Israeli blockade on the Gaza Strip. In 

addition, the measures taken by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the 

United Arab Emirates, and the Kingdom of Bahrain against the 

State of Qatar led to the separation of a large number of families 

from each other across the borders and deprived many students 

from resuming their education.
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Euro-Med Monitor at HRC: Emergencies threaten migrant women’s 

safety: In an oral statement on the sidelines of the 45th session of 

UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor said that states of emergency and forced 

displacement constitute serious threats to the security, safety, and 

freedom of migrant and refugee women. Euro-Med Monitor urged the 

member states to take into consideration the gender perspective in 

immigration and asylum programs, so that they can provide protection 

for migrant and refugee women from discrimination and abuse.

At HRC: Euro-Med Monitor accuses Israel of undermining the UN 

monitoring mechanisms: Euro-Med Monitor informed the UN Human 

Rights Council in a written statement that the Israeli government 

intends to undermine the work of the United Nations bodies and 
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At UNHRC: Euro-Med Monitor calls for stronger policies to fight 

violence against women in Jordan:  In an oral statement before 

UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor said it documented an increase in 

violence and discrimination against women in the MENA region, 

calling on Arab states to ensure effective application of policies that 

could narrow gender gaps. 

monitoring mechanisms in the Palestinian territories, and does 

not show any respect for its international obligations regarding 

the rights of the Palestinians in the occupied territories. Euro-Med 

Monitor called on the Council to exert pressure on Israel to allow 

independent UN experts access to the West Bank and Gaza Strip and 

document the violations to activate the principle of accountability 

and to provide protection to the Palestinian population from the 

repeated Israeli violations.
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At UNHRC: Euro-Med Monitor calls for fair distribution of refugees 

in the Mediterranean: In an oral statement at UNHRC, Euro-Med 

Monitor called for further support of refugees in Turkey through 

providing the country with the adequate means to absorb more 

refugees and integrate them properly.
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Euro-Med Monitor at UNHRC: Israel targets our staff and human 

rights defenders: In an oral statement before UNHRC, Euro-Med 

Monitor expressed its deep concern over the escalation of Israeli 

violations against human rights organizations and defenders in 

the Occupied Palestinian Territories. The statement said that Euro-

Med Monitor, its chairman Ramy Abdu, and some of its staff have 

been subjected to continuous Israeli harassments such as smear 

campaigns and restrictions on their work and movement. These 

restrictions are against the backdrop of the organization’s work 

in exposing Israeli violations, especially the blockade of the Gaza 

Strip and the devastating military attack in the summer of 2014. 

The Council called for challenging the systematic Israeli policy 

of subjugating voices critical of its practices and violations in the 

Palestinian territories, and working to support the presence of 

these organizations to ensure the continued monitoring and 

documentation of Israeli violations in a way that contributes to 

holding Israel accountable for these violations.

October
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Euro-Med Monitor at UNHRC: Discriminatory measures against 

expatriate workers in UAE escalated during COVID19: In an oral 

statement before UNHRC, Euro-Med Monitor drew attention to the 

escalation of racist and discriminatory practices against migrant 

workers in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), especially since the 

outbreak of the Coronavirus in the country at the beginning of 2020. 

Euro-Med Monitor urged HRC and its member states to put pressure 

on the UAE authorities to stop their discriminatory measures against 

migrant workers, to carry out serious reforms to provide them with 

protection, especially during the outbreak of the Coronavirus, and 

to end their exploitation by employers.
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At UNHRC: Euro-Med Monitor warns against the dangers of 

landmines in Sirte: In a joint oral statement before the UNHRC,             

Euro-Med Monitor warned against the serious risk of landmines 

planted by the Khalifa Haftar forces and their allied militias in 

populated cities in Libya, especially in Sirte. Euro-Med Monitor called 

on UN’s relevant agencies to support and mine clearance efforts in 

Libya, whether with the necessary equipment or human expertise 

urging them to impose strict sanctions on the parties that continue 

to support the parties responsible for laying mines and endangering 

the lives of the civilian population.

Euro-Med Monitor at UNHRC: Yemenis abandoned during critical 

times as relief efforts shrink: In an oral statement before UNHRC, 

Euro-Med Monitor shed light on the critical moments that Yemenis 
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Euro-Med Monitor regrets EU diplomats visit to southern Israel: 

Euro-Med Monitor sent a letter to the representative of the European 

Union in the Palestinian territories, Sven Cohan von Burgsdorff, as 

well as a wide range of consulates and diplomatic representations 

of the countries of the Union in the Palestinian territories to protest 

against the visit of a European diplomatic delegation to the southern 

borders of Israel with the Gaza Strip and ignoring to visit Gaza itself. 

Euro-Med Monitor called on European officials to visit the Gaza 

Strip, and to take a direct stand on the continuing suffering that the 

Palestinians endure there due to the severe Israeli restrictions.

are experiencing in light of the noticeable retreat in relief efforts 

and the continued siege of the Yemeni cities as a result of military 

operations. Euro-Med Monitor called on the UN to focus on achieving 

a political solution to the Yemeni crisis by exerting maximum pressure 

on the Arab coalition and the Houthi group to stop the fighting.
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Euro-Med Monitor sings a petition supporting detained women 

in Saudi Arabia: Along with dozens of other international human 

rights organizations, Euro-Med Monitor signed a petition calling on 

the participants in the European Ladies European Tour to reconsider 

their participation and condemn human rights violations against 

women in the Kingdom.

Seminar on the situation in the Palestinian territories: Euro-Med 

Monitor participated in an online seminar hosted by the Swedish 

Institute of International Affairs discussing Palestinians’ options 

to reach a better reality in light of the accumulated crises in the 

Palestinian territories and the Palestinian division.

December
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Euro-Med Monitor: MEPs call for ending Gaza’s siege, allowing 

COVID19- medications in: Twenty five Members of the European 

Parliament signed a petition launched by the Geneva-based Euro-

Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor which called on the Israeli 

government to lift its siege of Gaza, which is ongoing for 14 years, 

and allow COVID19- medical supplies into the coastal enclave in 

light of the recent spike in the number of COVID19- cases in Gaza.
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Thorough reports

Euro-Med Monitor’s research team speared no effort to produce detailed human 

rights reports on a regular basis. Our detailed reports provide a comprehensive 

picture of certain violations supported by testimonies of the victims. They also 

provide a detailed legal framework on the violations concluded with a set of 

recommendations for the concerned parties which may help end or reduce these 

violations.
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Raging Hell in Tripoli, Indiscriminate Attacks on Civilians

The -15page-report, sheds light on the ugliest mass murders that accompanied 

the military attack in Tripoli. Most prominently, targeting a migrant detention 

center that houses 600 hundred people, most of whom are Africans, in the 

Tajoura suburb, east of Tripoli, which led to the death of more than 44 and the 

injury of more than 130. It also documents several violent indiscriminate attacks 

that targeted civilian facilities, such as residential neighborhoods and medical 

and educational facilities.

January
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Ras Al Ara... Ethiopian Asylum Seekers’ Gateway to Hell

The report revealed ten patterns of grave violations practiced against African 

migrants in illegal detention camps in Yemen. For several years, Yemen has 

become a gateway for migrants from Africa to Saudi Arabia through a long and 

harsh journey fraught with risks and grave violations from various parties.

January
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Gaza: The Dead-Zone

The report highlights significant indicators of grave deteriorations in health, 

economy, education, and virtually all other aspects of daily life for Palestinians 

in the Gaza Strip after 14 years of the Israeli blockade. The report stated that the 

indicators of humanitarian crisis in the Gaza Strip have «shockingly» multiplied.

January
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Without Protection: International Relief is in Danger of Collapse

The report indicates that in light of the poor funding, services provided to the 

most vulnerable groups will significantly fall. This will aggravate the humanitarian 

crises in disaster, conflict, and war zones around the world. The report warned 

that international relief organizations are in difficult financial situation and they 

suffer from discrimination based on political grounds in some regions. Several 

initiatives have emerged in Europe from right-wing parties calling for cutting 

funds used for development and transferring it to pension funds.

February
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Dead-Letter Reforms: Saudi Women’s Rights Still at Risk

Euro-Med Monitor published this report on the International Women›s Day 

indicating that women in Saudi Arabia still face restrictions that undermine 

fundamental rights guaranteed internationally, despite claims of adopting an 

open policy that empowers them.

March
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Coronaphobia: States’ Policies Guide People’s Behavior 

Towards Infected People

The report noted that reports are surfacing of people becoming the subject of 

discrimination and hate crimes due to their ethnicity or infection status, reflecting 

animosities that may continue to erode the social fabric long after the infection 

subsides.

April
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Freedom of the press: Increased Restrictions in the 
Name of Coronavirus

The report highlighted violations that journalists have been exposed to and the 

measures that hinder their work. The report reviews some Arab and European 

countries that have taken restrictive measures to freedom of the press in light 

of the Coronavirus crisis. The report calls for undertaking serious measures to 

protect journalism and prevent any violations that affect the exercise of this right, 

whether in the field or in the cyberspace

May
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Draft law would violate right to freedom of expression in Morocco

The report was issued jointly with IMPACT International for human rights policies, 

and discussed 17 notes on draft law 22.20 related to the use of social networks, 

open broadcast networks, and similar networks in Morocco. The draft law could 

be used to silence dissenting voices if enacted, which raises serious questions 

about the Moroccan government›s intentions and commitment to freedom of 

expression in cyberspace.

May
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Bitter Refuge

The report provided a comprehensive overview of the situation of refugees, 

migrants, and asylum seekers around the world, and monitored a continuous 

increase in their numbers due to the persistence and expansion of conflicts 

and disasters around the world. The report recommended filling the gaps and 

doubling the efforts to complete the human rights system for refugees by 

protecting them, securing their needs and preserving their rights, in light of the 

armed conflicts and disasters the world is witnessing that led to an increase in 

refugee flows towards receiving countries.

June
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Jordan Enters New Stage of Freedom Erosion by 
Undermining Rights of Teachers

The report provides chronological detail for the ongoing conflict between 

the Jordanian government and the country’s Teachers’ Syndicate. The crisis 

culminated with the government’s July 25 decision to shut down the union and 

arrest of the syndicate’s managing council which led the teachers to go on a 

hunger strike. 

August
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Sirte’s Mines: Suspended Killing

The brief report highlighted the influence of the Russian “Wagner” mercenary 

group and the allied forces under the command of major general Khalifa Haftar. 

The group has planted significant quantities of landmines in nearby Sirte and 

the roads leading into and out of the south and west of the city. Even after active 

fighting has died down, the mines cause ongoing injuries and deaths among 

unsuspecting residents. 

August
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Lebanon: Violations Aggravate Successive Crises

The report reviewed, in numbers and statistics, the difficult humanitarian and living 

situation in Lebanon as a result of successive economic crises. It also documented, 

with testimonies, the developments of popular protests and security violations 

against protesters on the background of the political and economic conditions in 

the country.

August
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Women in Jordan: Continuing Violence and Absent Protection

The report highlighted the significant escalation in the volume of violence against 

Jordanian women, which constitutes a dangerous factor in encouraging murders 

in the absence of legal deterrence. The report explained that official efforts in 

Jordan are still inadequate in the face of violence against women, in light of a 

significant increase in the number of recorded cases of violence and murder of 

women in recent years in the Kingdom.

September
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Bahrain: Unfair Convictions and Arbitrary Executions

After the crackdown on public protests, calling for radical changes in the political 

system in the Kingdom in 2011, Bahraini authorities grossly used the judiciary to 

purge activists and political opponents through issuing dozens of death sentences 

against them. The report included testimonies of detainees sentenced to death 

who were forced under torture to confess to crimes they did not commit. The 

report included statements by sentenced-to-death detainees, indicating that the 

prisons where they were kept lack the minimum standards of health care and 

living conditions.

September
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Iraq: Violations Without Deterrent

The report, published on October 2020 ,1, the first anniversary of the outbreak of 

popular protests in Iraq, documents terrifying testimonies of protesters who were 

victims of the Iraqi security and armed militias’ violations. The report detailed the 

reasons behind the outbreak of popular protests in various Iraqi provinces, the 

violent security response to protests, and the losses of lives. The report documented 

the methods and forms of violations practiced by the security forces and armed 

militias against opponents, political activists, and journalists and provided a legal 

framework for these practices.

October
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Iraqi Kurdistan: Exacerbating Crises and Stolen Rights

The report revealed testimonies of demonstrators and journalists against whom 

security forces committed flagrant violations in Iraqi Kurdistan for their participation 

in the demonstrations and publication of views opposing governmental policies. 

The report focused mainly on the violations that accompanied the popular protests 

against corruption and salary delays, and the economic crises that affected all 

walks of life, and caused a significant increase in poverty and unemployment 

rates, especially in light of the outbreak of the Coronavirus pandemic, which 

exacerbated the difficult living reality for the region›s residents.

October
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Sudan: Endless Plights

The report detailed the numerous crises that Sudan is going through highlighting 

the difficult living and humanitarian conditions Sudanese citizens are going 

through. The report comes amid the recent devastating floods and the outbreak 

of COVID19- in the country. The report, is based on citizens’ testimonies that 

illustrate these crises, which caused poverty, marginalization, and other crises 

that exacerbated since the beginning of 2019 and left millions of Sudanese living 

in tragic humanitarian conditions at all levels.

November
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The Risks that Refugees with Disabilities Face in Turkey

The study, which was published on the International Day of Persons with 

Disabilities on December 3, addressed the risks that refugees with disabilities face 

and their disabilities. The study tackled issues such as humanitarian assistance, 

food availability, water and sanitation, housing, health care services, rehabilitation, 

participation files, employment, income, education, vocational training, and 

community integration.

December
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Thired: Press releases

In cooperation with its research team, the Euro-Med Monitor’s monitoring team 

works round the clock to monitor and document violations in the MENA region 

and Europe. This helps the organization to regularly issue press releases in order 

to stir up public opinion regarding violations of human rights. These press releases 

receive assiduous attention from the Arab and international media and positively 

contribute to put an end to human rights violations.
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Most notable press releases Euro-Med Monitor issued in 2020

Euro-Med Monitor documents direct 

targeting of protestors in Iraq aimed at 

causing murder and disability: In this press 

release, Euro-Med Monitor documented 

the killing of Iraqi protestors at the hands of 

security forces, showcased a total statistical 

data of the number of killings and injuries 

during the protests, and called on the local 

authorities and international parties to put an 

end to violence against the protestors.

Peace plan strips Palestinians of their rights 

and protects Israel from accountability: 

Euro-Med Monitor fully previewed the 

American peace plan between the Israelis 

and the Palestinians and stated that it shows 

an insistence to strip the Palestinians off 

their rights, which violates the international 

law, and may increase the violations in the 

Palestinian territories. Euro-Med Monitor 

called for rejecting this plan, taking action to enforce the relevant United 

Nations resolutions regarding the two-state solution, and putting an end to 

the Israeli occupation.  

January
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Euro-Med Monitor warns of return of 

assassinations in Yemen: Euro-Med 

Monitor documented the escalation of 

assassinations in Yemen and warned against 

the recurrence of assassinations, in the 

southern governorates in particular, amid 

the failure of accountability and prosecution 

of perpetrators and the absence of judicial 

and security deterrent in the country, which 

encourages perpetrators to repeat such 

assassinations. 

Euro-Med Monitor Calls on EU to Hold 

Hungary Accountable for Starving Asylum 

Seekers: Euro-Med Monitor revealed 

the Hungarian government’s deliberate 

deprivation of food against asylum seekers 

in borders as push-backs against them and 

called for appropriate measures against the 

Hungarian government over its serious and 

repeated violations against the EU Charter of 

Fundamental Rights and its failure to abide 

by the decisions of the European Court of 

Human Rights (ECHR). 

February
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Jordan: real threat to the health of political 

detainees on hunger strike: Euro-Med 

Monitor presented the testimony of Jordanian 

political detainees on hunger strike, 

highlighted the illegality of their detention, 

and launched web campaigns of solidarity 

with them. Days later, the efforts of Euro-Med 

Monitor along with other organizations paid 

off as the detainees were released.

Yemen: Arab coalition’s blind retaliatory raid 

shows the ugliness of impunity: After an air 

raid that resulted in the killing of more than 

30 civilians in Al Jawf Governorate, Euro-Med 

Monitor called for an immediate suspension 

of weapons’ selling and transfer to all parties 

to the conflict in Yemen. Euro-Med Monitor 

called on the United Nations to take serious 

measures to hold those involved in the war in 

Yemen criminally accountable.

February
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Sweden: 3,000 asylum seekers face 

abhorrent discriminatory measures:                                                  

Through the testimonies it received, Euro-

Med Monitor revealed that the Swedish 

authorities exercised discriminatory measures 

against 3000 Palestinian asylum seekers in the 

country. Euro-Med Monitor called for applying 

pressure on the Swedish authorities to ensure 

the protection of all rights guaranteed in 

the international law for asylum seekers and 

refugees and the provision of basic services 

without any kind of discrimination. 

Asylum-seekers in detention centers and 

camps in Europe should have protection 

against Coronavirus: Euro-Med Monitor 

warned against the spread of COVID19- in 

refugee camps and detention centers among 

asylum seekers and migrants in Europe. Euro-

Med Monitor called on the governments of 

these countries to take immediate measures 

to ensure the provision of a harmonious and 

protective environment and health care. 

March
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Girl killed in Yemen in shocking 

circumstances: Perpetrators must be held 

accountable: Euro-Med Monitor revealed the 

horrific circumstances of the murder of a girl 

in Yemen over the so-called ‘honor killing’. 

Euro-Med Monitor called for serving justice 

and passing new laws that ensure the special 

protection of women as guaranteed in the 

international law. 

Despite the coronavirus pandemic, 

Lebanese protestors are subjected to 

repression machinery: Euro-Med Monitor 

documented the use of lethal force at the 

hand of security forces and the Lebanese 

army to crackdown on public protests in 

several regions of the county, which sparked 

over the economic deterioration. Euro-Med 

Monitor called on the authorities to abide by 

the basic principles regarding the use of force and weapons and to 

take all appropriate measures to ensure the safety of the protestors 

and to respect their right to freedom of opinion and expression. 

March

April 
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EU should cancel 59€m contract with Israeli 

companies for drones to surveille migrants: 

Euro-Med Monitor revealed the deals 

signed by the European Union with Israeli 

companies to manufacture -59million-euro 

military equipment to provide the European 

countries with drones to surveille migrants. 

Euro-Med Monitor stated that these deals 

are immoral and of questionable legality 

and encourage human rights violations. 

Euro-Med Monitor Condemns Croatian 

Police Racist Spray-Painting of Asylum 

Seekers: Euro-Med Monitor documented 

the Croatian brutal actions and excessive 

use of force against asylum seekers such as 

spray-painting their heads with orange paint 

and confiscating their personal properties 

such as cell phones and money before 

turning them illegally and forcibly back to 

Bosnia. Euro-Med Monitor called for taking 

immediate measures to put these attacks 

to an end and to hold the perpetrators 

criminally accountable. 

May
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Based on Euro-Med Monitor’s report… 

French MP questions government about 

women situation in KSA: Mrs. Virginie                                    

Duby-Muller, a member of the French 

National Assembly, inquired the Minister of 

State in charge of Equality between Men and 

Women in France, Marlène Schiappa, about 

the rights of women in Saudi Arabia, based on 

a recent report of Euro-Med Monitor. Muller›s 

inquiry of the French minister addressed the 

role of Paris in promoting women›s rights in 

Saudi Arabia, based on Euro-Med Monitor’s 

report issued on International Women›s Day, 

March 8.

May
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Lebanon: Insufficient laws plague foreign 

domestic female workers during COVID19: 

Euro-Med Monitor documented the Lebanese 

families’ expulsion of dozens of Ethiopian 

female workers, leaving them to face an 

unknown fate as they lacked choices due 

to the closure of airports and the disruption 

of travel due to the pandemic. Euro-Med 

Monitor called on the Lebanese authorities to 

bring justice to Ethiopian female domestic workers and other workers in the 

country and not to tolerate violations related to their rights such as unpaid 

wages, abuse, dismissal, or leaving them homeless. 

Libya: Calls for international investigation 

into thousands of landmines in Tarhuna: 

Euro-Med Monitor documented the 

continuing plantation of landmines at the 

hands of armed groups affiliated with retired 

Major General Khalifa Haftar in the Libyan 

capital Tripoli. Euro-Med Monitor called 

on the UN Security Council to set up an 

investigation commission to investigate the 

effects of planting these landmines and called on the International Criminal 

Court (ICC) to investigate such acts and their dangerous effects on the lives 

of civilians. 

June
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Israeli Checkpoints Have Become Death 

Traps for Occupied Palestinians: In this press 

release, Euro-Med Monitor documented 

several incidents of murder at the hands of 

Israeli forces against Palestinian youths at 

checkpoints spread across the West Bank. 

These checkpoints have become death traps 

for the Palestinians; once being suspected of 

committing wrongdoing, they get killed.  

June
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Iraq: Al-Hashemi’s assassination reflects the 

high price of impunity: Euro-Med Monitor 

documented the assassination of the Iraqi 

security and strategic affairs researcher, 

Hisham Al-Hashimi, in the center of Baghdad, 

by gunfire at the hands of unknown gunmen. 

Euro-Med Monitor called on the Iraqi authorities 

to seriously investigate the assassination of Al-

Hashemi and to bring the perpetrators of the 

crime to a fair trial, and to end the policy of impunity.

Horrific testimonies, secret prisons portend 

catastrophe in Iraq: Euro-Med Monitor collected 

testimonies that revealed the existence of 

secret prisons and documented inhumane 

conditions where thousands of Iraqi prisoners 

suffer in Iraqi prisons. These testimonies 

indicate that these and other government 

practices are systematic and deliberate and 

are not merely individual or random.

July
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Yemen: Al-Houthi group must reveal the 

fate of woman kidnapped two years ago: 

Euro-Med Monitor revealed the Houthis’ 

kidnapping of a Yemeni woman in the capital 

Sana’a and called on the group to reveal 

her fate and put an end to the enforced 

disappearance policy. 

Cracking down on protesters in Iraqi 

Kurdistan legitimizes corruption:                                      

Euro-Med Monitor collected the testimonies 

of protestors and activists in Iraqi Kurdistan, 

that indicate that the security forces of the 

Kurdistan Regional Government has carried 

unjustified attacks against demonstrators, 

including the forcible dispersal of some 

gatherings, and the arrest of more than 50 

demonstrators.

August
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Saudi Arabia: deportation of four sisters 

to their abusive father in Yemen is 

dangerous gamble: Euro-Med Monitor 

documented the Saudi Ministry of 

Interior’s decision to forcibly deport four 

Yemeni sisters to Yemen at the request 

of their father, despite filing a violence 

lawsuit against him.

September
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Gaza Strip: fighting COVID19- measures 

do not justify abusing citizens: Euro-Med 

Monitor documented dozens of complaints 

of violations committed by the security 

services in Gaza during the implementation 

of quarantine procedures. Euro-Med Monitor 

called on the ruling authorities in the Gaza Strip 

to adhere to the legal standards during the 

implementation of their various procedures 

away from any arbitrary measures, and to ensure that law enforcement 

abide by these standards and do not violate the rights of citizens.

EU’s new migration and asylum pact is 

more about deterrence and deportation 

than compassion: Euro-Med Monitor fully 

previewed the new migration and asylum 

pact and concluded that the new pact is 

based on deterrence and deportation and 

lacks the human rights standards guaranteed 

by the relevant international charters and 

agreements. 

September
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UAE investment in upgrading Israeli 

checkpoints only entrenches occupation: 

Euro-Med Monitor revealed the Israeli-UAE 

plans to set an investment fund that will enable 

“modernizing” Israeli-operated checkpoints 

in the occupied Palestinian territories. Euro-

Med Monitor called on the UAE to refrain 

from investing in security mechanisms that 

contribute to the oppression of the Palestinians 

and perpetuating their suffering.

Iraq: Al Farhatah crime was carried out with 

official security complicity: Euro-Med Monitor 

documented the kidnapping and execution 

of a number of civilians by the government-

backed militia in Salah al-Din governorate. The 

Iraqi government should adopt more strict 

measures to put an end to crimes committed 

by armed militias against civilians and to end 

the state of chaos in the county.

October 
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Iraqi Kurdistan: Prisoner of conscience 

testimony reveals serious freedoms 

setback: Euro-Med Monitor presented the 

testimonies of Iraqi Kurdistan prisoners 

which showcase the authorities’ intensive 

campaign to suppress the freedom of opinion 

and expression in the region. 

Restricting banking transactions threatens 

Lebanese expatriate students’ education: 

Euro-Med Monitor collected testimonies of 

Lebanese expatriate students that showed 

the impacts of the restrictions on transactions 

by the Lebanese banks on the students’ 

education. Euro-Med Monitor called on the 

concerned authorities in Lebanon to protect 

the rights of the Lebanese students abroad to 

education, compensate any damage they suffered, and firmly confront the 

banks› abuse and persistent violations of the Lebanese law.

October 

November
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November

Morocco.. arresting activist violates freedom of opinion and expression: 

Euro-Med Monitor documented the arrest of Moroccan human rights 

activist Yassin Bensalah over a Facebook post and highlighted the escalating 

practices that would threaten human rights’ gains in the country.

Algeria: Attacking student protests restricts freedoms: Euro-Med Monitor 

obtained testimonies proving that Algerian security and executive authorities 

keep using force, intimidation, and arrest in dealing with demonstrations in 

the country. 

As Syrian young man killed, Lebanese authorities should protect refugees 

from reprisals: Euro-Med Monitor obtained testimonies of Syrian refugees 

proving that they were subjected to racist acts after a Syrian young man 

killed a young Lebanese in the city where they live. Euro-Med Monitor called 

on the Lebanese authorities to ensure the security and safety of Syrian 

refugees in the town of Bashirre, including protecting them from reprisals, 

and prohibiting discriminatory practices against them
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Iraqi Kurdistan: Partisan bullets kill 

protesters with official cover: Euro-Med 

Monitor obtained testimonies proving that 

the security forces killed the demonstrators 

using live ammunitions. Euro-Med Monitor 

called on the authorities of the Iraqi Kurdistan 

to open an urgent investigation into the 

crimes of attacking protesters and hold all 

perpetrators accountable regardless of any 

considerations.

Social media companies must stop silencing 

marginalized groups:  Euro-Med Monitor and 

more than 40 human rights organizations 

have come together to voice their frustration 

and dismay at how social media platforms 

(Facebook, Twitter, YouTube) policies and 

content moderation procedures all too 

often lead to the silencing and erasure of 

critical voices of marginalized and oppressed 

communities across the Middle East and North Africa.

December
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As a result of decades of armed conflicts and wars, the Middle East and North Africa 

region is considered a hub for human rights violations, while most perpetrators 

enjoy impunity which allows widespread violations and give the green light to 

commit further violations.

Over the past decade, these violations have been unprecedented and often 

undeterred, which made people lose faith in efforts made by human rights 

defenders around the world. But despite the increasing frequency of persecution 

in the MENA region and Europe, we should appreciate the difference that 

hundreds of thousands of human rights defenders around the world make 

towards achieving justice for the victims of the violations. 

Fourth: Good News on Euro-Med 
Monitor’s Joint Efforts Towards
Ceasing Human Rights Violations during 2020
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June

Saudi Arabia

Israel

On June 2020  ,9, the Saudi 

authorities finally allowed 

conscience detainee Loujain 

Alhathloul to communicate 

with her family from prison 

after more than three weeks of 

prevention. Euro-Med Monitor 

addressed the Saudi authorities to allow Alhathloul to exercise her right to 

communicate with her family and to enable her family to check on her health. 

Last March, French MP, Virginie Duby-Muller, inquired the French Minister of 

State in charge of Equality between Men and Women, Marlène Schiappa, about 

the rights of women in Saudi Arabia, including Saudi prisoners of conscience.

In early June, an official 

investigation by the European 

Commission was carried out at 

the European Parliament about 

the EU’s purchase of drones 

from two Israeli companies to 

monitor asylum seekers. These 

companies provide services that are used to violate Palestinian civilians› rights. 

Euro-Med Monitor worked with the MEPs for several days and provided her with 

a detailed report on the deal to question the European Commission.
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June

Morocco

Lebanon

The decision to release suspect 

rapist of six-year-old child 

named Ikram was canceled 

after the Judge in the Court of 

Appeal of Agadir decided to 

continue holding the suspect on 

June 10, despite the witness of 

the victim’s father that was in favor of suspect. Euro-Med Monitor addressed the 

Moroccan authorities to abide by the international conventions on child protection 

in light of the increasing attacks on children and to increase penalties on the 

perpetrators of these crimes to ensure legal protection for children and the society.

The Lebanese Ministry of Labor 

moved 35 Ethiopian workers 

to a hotel on June 4 after some 

Lebanese families expelled and 

left them near their country’s 

consulate, leaving them to face 

an unknown fate as they are 

stranded due to the closure of airports due to COVID19. The Ethiopian workers› 

issue was raised with the Lebanese authorities to take the necessary measures to 

protect their rights and shelter them in an appropriate place. Euro-Med Monitor 

called on the Lebanese government to commit to including domestic workers 

under its labor law and investigate violations against their rights.
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June

Croatia

Libya

On June 18, the Croatian 

authorities held two policemen 

accountable for assaulting an 

Afghan asylum seeker. Euro-

Med Monitor had already 

expressed its deep concern over 

the brutality and the excessive 

use of force by the Croatian police against asylum seekers and called for an 

immediate action to stop those attacks and hold perpetrators accountable.

The United Nations (UN) 

established a fact-finding 

commission on June 22 to 

investigate violations committed 

by parties to the conflict in Libya, 

which constitutes a step towards 

accountability and serving 

justice to victims of these violations. Over the past months, the international 

community was pressured to open an urgent and immediate investigation 

into violations committed in Libya, and to hold to account and prosecute those 

responsible and ensure accountability and compensation for the victims.
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July

Jordan

Syria

The security services arrested 

the Secretary General of the 

Democratic Popular Unity Party, 

Saeed Thyab, for publishing 

an article calling for an end to 

Jordan’s economic and political 

dependency on external parties. 

He is 72 years old and in bad health. Euro-Med Monitor demanded Jordanian 

authorities to stop pursuing Thyab and to immediately release him. Thyab was 

released from the Salt Reform and Rehabilitation Centre on July 7.

At the end of June, the Syrian 

Democratic Forces (SDF) 

kidnapped -11year-old Ronida 

Dari from Amuda city in the 

northern countryside of al-

Hasakah and he was taken to 

a “forced-recruitment camp” in 

an unknown location. Euro-Med Monitor had called on the SDF to immediately 

release the girl and stop using children in armed conflicts. SDF released Dari on 

4 July.
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July

Tunisia

Sweden

Tunisia’s Administrative Tribunal 

suspended the detention of 

22 migrants in the Wardiya 

center run by the Ministry of 

Interior. Detaining migrants 

in the center is illegal, since it 

is legally classified as a shelter 

for rehabilitation. The tribunal’s decision, which came after a legal campaign by 

Euro-Med Monitor, is an opportunity to start a new era of dealing with migrants 

in Tunisia.

Responding to a letter sent by 

Euro-Med Monitor, in which 

Euro-Med called on the Swedish 

government to improve the 

health condition of asylum 

seekers, Migration and Justice 

Minister Morgan Johansson 

pledged to ensure that such vulnerable groups have access to vital services during 

the outbreak of COVID19-. The minister›s announcement came in a letter he sent 

to Euro-Med Monitor on June 16.
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July

Yemen

Jerusalem – the 
Palestinian Territories

Euro-Med Monitor issued several 

statements and sent letters 

to the European Parliament 

and the chairman of European 

Parliament Committee on 

Foreign Affairs, urging them 

to suspend arms sales to 

governments that don’t respect international law on the right to life and protection 

of civilians during conflicts. In response, the Foreign Relations Committee of the 

European Parliament issued a draft resolution on July 13 calling on all member 

states to refrain from selling weapons or other military equipment to Saudi Arabia, 

the United Arab Emirates, any member of the Arab Coalition and or any other party 

to the conflict.

On July 21, the Israeli forces 

arrested the director of the 

Yabous Cultural Center, 

Rania Elias, and the director 

of the Edward Said National 

Conservatory of Music, Suhail 

Khoury. The soldiers stormed the two institutions without warning or warrant.                 

The Israeli police also stormed the house of Daoud al-Ghoul, director of the 

Jerusalem Arts Network-Shafaq, and arrested him. Euro-Med Monitor launched 
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an advocacy campaign to pressure Israel to release Elias, Khoury and al-Ghoul, 

and to stop all hostile and provocative actions against Palestinian individuals and 

institutions in East Jerusalem. The Israeli police released both Elias and Khoury 

the next day.

July

Gaza Strip – Palestinian 
Territories

On July 28, the attorney general 

for the Gaza Strip issued an 

order for the re-arrest of Nazmi 

Jaraba’, charged with murdering 

his daughter Madeleine. Just 

days earlier, Jaraba’ had been 

released under the pretext of the so-called “guardian’s waiver (in which the                

father of the victim can accept a sum of money instead).

Euro-Med Monitor had taken the position that the judiciary should hold the 

murderer to account to deter other similar crimes. Euro-Med Monitor contacted 

the relevant authorities in Gaza, asking them to investigate similiar incidents, hold 

perpetrators accountable, and put in place legislations and other mechanisms                

to protect women from violence.
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July

Germany & Finland

On March 4, Euro-Med Monitor 

sent a letter to the European 

Commission protesting 

the overcrowded situation 

of refugees in Greece. The 

Commission for Migration and 

Home Affairs responded on April 

2, saying it will try to convince the European Union member states to accept the 

most vulnerable refugees, such as children. Later, the governments of Germany 

and Finland agreed to receive refugees from Cyprus and Greece.
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August

Jordan
In late August, the Jordanian 

authorities have released 

members of Jordanian 

Teachers’ Union who have been 

detained since late July as well 

as cartoonist Imad Hajjaj.

Euro-Med Monitor launched a 

huge pressure campaign that targeted the Jordanian authorities, calling upon 

the United Nations experts, and the Special Rapporteur on the Rights to Freedom 

of Peaceful Assembly and of Association to put pressure on the Jordanian 

authorities to withdraw their decisions. Further, the United Nations Human 

Rights Commission called on Jordan to release the detainees immediately and 

allow trade union activities.

Having the detainees released is indeed a positive step. Jordanian still needs 

to take new steps, such as ending unlawful procedures against the Union and 

removing restrictions imposed on the freedom of opinion as well as the freedom 

of peaceful assembly in the kingdom.
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Libya

Iraq

On August 2020  ,19, Michelle 

Bachelet, the United Nations 

High Commissioner for 

Human Rights, assigned 

three independent detectives 

to document human rights 

violations in Libya. This is an 

important decision to deal with the violations committed in Libya after the attack 

on Tripoli on April 4th, 2019.

As part of a lengthy campaign that lasted for months and in cooperation with 

partner organizations, Euro-Med Monitor called upon the United Nations 

decision-makers and officials to demand an international investigation into the 

use of landmines and proscribed weapons in Libya, to hold the perpetrators and 

countries involved accountable.

On August 17, Mustafa Al-

Kadhimi, the Prime Minister 

of Iraq, dismissed the chiefs of 

police and national security in 

Basrah and demanded opening 

an investigation into acts of 

violence.

After the assassination of researcher of Iraqi affairs, Hisham al-Hashimi, on July 

August
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August

7th, Euro-Med Monitor called on the Iraqi authorities to take serious actions and 

initiate an immediate investigation into the murder, stressing the importance 

to have the perpetrators held criminally accountable and to end the policy of 

impunity.

Terminating the police chiefs by Al-Kadhimi is indeed a positive step. However, it 

is not adequate enough, and more assurance is still needed, amid the successive 

assassinations in Iraq, the latest of which was assassinating activist Reham    

Yacoub. 

Saudi Arabia
Riot Games, which is one 

of the well-known E-sport 

tournaments in the world, 

concluded a sponsorship 

contract with Neom, which is 

a planned cross-border smart 

city in Saudi Arabia. Based on 

reports, 24 hours later, Riot Games terminated the contract due to Saudi Arabia’s 

history that is full of human rights violations, the most well-known of which is the 

assassination of the Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi.

According to reports, the sports and human rights circles launched a campaign 

against Saudi Arabia after declaring its intention to buy the English United 

Newcastle Club due to Saudi Arabia’s violations of human rights. As a result, the 

Saudi Public Investment Fund withdrew its offer to pay 391,000,000 dollars to the 

club’s owner, Mike Ashley.
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Over the past months, Euro-Med Monitor delivered several reports, showcasing 

the gross violations of human rights Saudi Arabia committed, such as enforced 

disappearance and preventive detentions against journalists and activists who 

criticize the government and document violations against the Saudi women, 

such as activist Loujain Alhathloul.

August

Algeria

As part of resolutions the 

Algerian President, Abdelmadjid 

Tebboune, pledged to take, the 

Algerian authorities released a 

number of detainees of the Hirak 

movement activists. In addition, 

activists Fares Qahiouch and 

Hamada Khatibi were released, both had been detained since April 13 in M›Sila 

Province of Northern Algeria.

After the massive arrest campaign against the icons of the movement in the 

country, Euro-Med Monitor called on the Algerian authorities to release political 

detainees and on the Algerian president to introduce administrative reforms and 

to fulfill Algeria’s obligations regarding civil liberties and human rights.
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August

Germany
In late August, Germany received 

121 asylum seekers coming 

from Greece, 28 of whom are 

unaccompanied minors, who 

needed medical assistance due 

to their poor living conditions in 

Greek camps.

As part of a lengthy lobbying and advocacy campaign, Euro-Med Monitor has 

been working with international partner organizations aiming to pressure the 

European Union’s governments to absorb more asylum seekers and to share 

the burden among EU countries. In addition, Euro-Med Monitor called on the 

European Union, including Finland and Germany, to absorb more asylum seekers 

and to double their efforts regarding the redistribution of refugees.
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Yemen

On September 27, after a week 

of talks mediated by the United 

Nations (UN) in Switzerland, the 

Yemeni Government and the 

Houthi group, the main two 

conflicting parties, have reached 

an agreement to exchange more than 1,000 prisoners. Adhering to the agreement, 

the Yemeni government, supported by Saudi Arabia, released 680 prisoners of 

the Houthi group. In return, the Houthi group released 400 prisoners, 15 of whom 

were Saudis. An International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) supervised the 

swap deal.  International organizations, including Euro-Med Monitor intensified 

lobbying and advocacy campaigns during the past months that targeted Yemeni 

decision-makers, UN officials, and other international organizations, calling 

on them to work on releasing prisoners and forcibly disappeared individuals. 

During the years of conflict, Euro-Med Monitor documented dozens of enforced 

disappearance and detention cases by the Yemeni government and the Houthi 

group and submitted complaints related to enforced disappearance cases to the 

UN’s Special Procedures.

September
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Saudi Arabia/United 
Arab Emirates

On September 17, the European 

Parliament (EP) adopted a 

resolution calling on the EU 

member states not to sell 

weapons to Saudi Arabia and 

UAE. This resolution came 

because of the war in Yemen and the assassination of journalist Jamal Khashoggi. 

The resolution, which dubbed Saudi Arabia and UAE as repressive states, called 

for an absolute ban on supplying the two states with technology and surveillance 

equipment.

In April 2019, Euro-Med Monitor sent urgent letters to the Inter-Parliamentary 

Union (IPU), the Joint Committee on Human Rights in the British Parliament, 

and to the Chairman of the fifth session of the special conference on contracting                     

parties to the Arms Trade Treaty, Janis Karklins, regarding several reports indicating 

that European countries had sold weapons used in armed conflicts in the Middle 

East and North Africa.

Euro-Med Monitor had called upon European countries to stop selling weapons to 

countries that do not respect international law and the right to life and protecting 

civilians during armed conflicts. The letters called for following the footsteps of 

other European countries that stopped exporting weapons to Saudi Arabia and 

to abide by the European Parliament Resolution 2018/2157 (INI) that calls for 

imposing an arms ban on the Arab Coalition led by Saudi Arabia.

September
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September

Syria

On September 18, the Dutch 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Steve Block, stated that the 

Netherlands prepared a 

lawsuit against Syria before the 

International Court of Justice 

(ICJ). This aimed to hold the 

government of Bashar al-Assad accountable for its violations against human 

rights.

The Netherlands took this decision as Russia blocked several proposals at the UN 

Security Council to address violations in Syria at ICJ.

During a long-running lobbying and advocacy campaign, Euro-Med Monitor, in 

cooperation with partner organizations, had addressed relevant UN agencies to 

exert pressure on the Syrian government to put an end to military operations that 

put Syrian lives at risk.

In cooperation with partner organizations, Euro-Med Monitor documented and 

exposed flagrant violations at UNHRC committed by the Syrian security forces. 

These violations include bombing cities, towns, and areas controlled by armed 

opposition factions in northwestern Syria, killing civilians, and the enforced 

disappearance of hundreds of thousands of them. 
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Malta

After Italy and Malta deliberately 

withheld 27 migrants onboard 

of the MaerskEtienne cargo-

ship at sea, including a child and 

a pregnant woman, the Italian 

authorities took a decision to 

allow the ship to disembark on 

September 14.

On August 27, Euro-Med Monitor addressed the authorities in Malta to allow for 

immediate disembarkation of asylum seekers from the cargo-ship and to take 

the necessary legal and humanitarian measures to ensure favorable reception of 

them.

In its letters, Euro-Med Monitor stated that detaining the rescue ships is a 

dangerous precedent as it obstructs the rescue operations at sea. Detaining a 

ship for 39 days, which is the longest detention period in the European Union›s 

naval history, may lead other ships to choose not to rescue migrants at risk of 

drowning over fears of being detained or delayed and consequently not being 

able to meet the cargo delivery deadline.

September
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September

Germany/Belgium

On September 30, Germany 

received 88 minors and their 

families after announcing its 

intention to receive 150 migrants 

from Moria camp in Greece. This 

came following the eruption of 

fire that resulted in the displacement of the residents of the camp. Likewise, the 

Belgian authorities announced a plan to accommodate about 150-100 additional 

migrants from the same camp. This came to ease the refugee burden on Greece 

and to support vulnerable groups among them.

In cooperation with other human rights organizations, Euro-Med Monitor, 

following the eruption of the fire, addressed EU member states to highlight the 

difficult conditions at the camps, especially in Greece, to improve conditions of 

asylum seekers, especially those who live in overcrowded camps. This will help 

absorb more asylum seekers and distribute the refugee burden among EU 

member states.
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Yemen

In September, the Yemeni 

government and the Houthis, 

the main parties to the conflict in 

Yemen, reached an agreement 

arranging a swap deal of 

more than 1,000 prisoners. On 

October 15, under the supervision of the United Nations (UN) and the International 

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the two parties implemented the first phase, 

which included more than 1,000 Yemeni prisoners, 15 Saudis, and four Sudanese.

Implementing the swap deal between the parties to the conflict in Yemen 

is a golden opportunity to put an end to the issue of prisoners and enforced 

disappearance and is a positive step towards reaching a political solution Yemenis 

have been waiting for five years.

Euro-Med Monitor had launched dozens of lobbying and advocacy campaigns, 

including reports, press releases, and communications targeting Yemeni decision-

makers, UN officials, and other international organizations, calling for releasing 

prisoners and enforcedly disappeared persons in Yemen.

Throughout the years of the conflict, Euro-Med Monitor documented dozens of 

cases of people who were enforcedly disappeared and arrested by the Yemeni 

government and the Houthis. Also, complaints regarding disappeared persons 

were issued to the UN Special Procedures. 

October
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October

Libya

Germany

On October 23, the parties to 

the conflict in Libya signed a 

ceasefire agreement at the 

Geneva-based UN headquarters. 

This agreement may put an end 

to years of war and instability, 

enable Libyans to live peacefully, 

and ensure a democratic future, guaranteeing all their rights without violence.

Like other organizations, Euro-Med Monitor had been working, since the conflict 

started, to urge decision-makers, UN officials, and the international community to 

seriously work on putting an end to the conflict between the concerned parties.

During its participation in the 45th session of the HRC, Euro-Med Monitor called 

on relevant UN entities, including the Security Council, to adopt the agreement 

and follow up its implementation and hold whoever breaches it, whether Libyan 

parties or their foreign allies, to account.

After fire sparked at Moria 

camp in last September, the 

German authorities stated their 

intention to receive 1,553 asylum 

seekers from the Greek islands. 

On October 29, they received 66 

migrants who make a total of 14 

families.
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In partnership with other human rights organizations, Euro-Med Monitor 

addressed the European Union after the horrific Moria camp fire and demanded 

it to shed light on the difficult conditions in refugee camps, especially in Greece, to 

improve the conditions of asylum seekers, especially those living in overcrowded 

camps, to accommodate more asylum seekers, and distribute the burden among 

EU member states. 

Italy

On October 18, the Italian 

authorities ended the detention 

of migrants infected with 

the Coronavirus and held on 

quarantine boats. Holding 

migrants on these ships added 

to the deterioration of the 

physical and mental health of migrants and asylum seekers rescued at sea.

On October 16, Euro-Med Monitor addressed the authorities in Italy to end the 

detention of migrants infected with the Coronavirus and held on quarantine 

boats, calling on them to stop illegal practices that violate the basic rights of 

people rescued at sea, and to place migrants who have tested positive for the 

Coronavirus in proper facilities that guarantee their safety and dignity.

On October 21, Italian President Sergio Mattarella approved partial amendments 

of the security decrees presented by former Minister of the Interior, Matteo Salvini, 

regarding managing migration affairs and search and rescue work at sea. The 

amendments included some improvements that would make the asylum system 

October
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in the country more humane.

In lobbying and advocacy campaigns that spanned over years, Euro-Med Monitor 

had worked with international partner organizations to pressure the European 

Union governments, including Italy, to absorb more asylum seekers and distribute 

the burden between them. Euro-Med Monitor had also addressed the Italian 

authorities on October 11 to carry out comprehensive and courageous reforms 

to the asylum and migration system and not only conduct partial reforms that 

would only cause a limited improvement in the difficult reality of migrants and 

asylum seekers.

October

Europe
On October 28, members of the 

European Parliament called for 

holding the European Border 

and Coast Guard Agency 

(Frontex) accountable for 

purchasing drones to monitor 

asylum seekers at sea, and 

evading its responsibilities towards the distressed.

On May 6 of this year, Euro-Med Monitor addressed members of the European 

Parliament and the European Union, demanding them to impose more 

transparency and accountability measures on Frontex, including the establishment 

of an independent oversight committee to investigate any violations and to 

prevent the commitment of more violations in the future. Euro-Med Monitor›s 

letters included warning against the grave violations resulting from using drones 

to intercept asylum seekers.
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November

Hungary
The European Commission 

issued a new notice/procedure 

against Hungary in which it 

considers Hungary›s new laws 

against refugees and asylum 

seekers illegal and violates the 

European Union laws for asylum 

seekers. The Hungarian government closed its transit areas and approved a new law 

prohibiting asylum seekers from entering the country. Under the new law, asylum 

seekers must first submit «a declaration of intent» at the embassies of Hungary in 

Serbia or Ukraine, and if they were approved by the National Directorate-General 

for Aliens Policing (formerly the Office of Immigration), asylum seekers can then 

enter the territory of Hungary to formally submit an asylum application.

During a lobbying and advocacy campaign extending for more than three years, 

Euro-Med Monitor has worked with partner international organizations to pressure 

the EU governments to accommodate more asylum seekers and distribute the 

burden among them. Euro-Med Monitor called on the EU to search for the best 

mechanisms to redistribute refugees and asylum seekers in Hungary in a fair 

manner between the EU member states, pressure the Hungarian government 

to take full responsibility for migrants and asylum seekers in its custody, and put 

an end to violations of their basic rights. Euro-Med Monitor had worked with its 

partners to urge the Hungarian    government to immediately stop all violations, 

provocations, and harassments against refugees and asylum seekers on its 

territory, and to treat them in a manner that preserves their human dignity.
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Croatia

Spain

The EU Ombudsman 

announced on 10 November 

that an investigation has been 

opened into the possible 

complicity of the EU›s Executive 

in mismanaging funds allocated 

for overseeing the conduct of 

the Croatian border officers accused of participating in violence against asylum 

seekers, including shootings of refugees.

On May 19, Euro-Med Monitor had addressed the Croatian government and 

concerned parties in the EU to immediately put an end to all illegal and 

discriminatory practices against asylum seekers and to conduct an independent 

investigation into violations committed by the Croatian police against refugees.

On 30 November, the Spanish 

authorities have cleared and 

dismantled dock camp in Gran 

Canaria, which was used to 

accommodate thousands of 

migrants and asylum seekers 

in very adverse conditions since 

last August.

November
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On November 26, Euro-Med Monitor issued an urgent appeal to the Spanish 

authorities to end the overcrowding conditions in refugee camps in the Canary 

Islands, to deal with unsanitary conditions, to increase alternative reception 

centers, to transfer asylum seekers to the Spanish mainland in a quicker manner, 

and to establish fair asylum procedures for migrants and asylum seekers.

November

The Palestinian 
Territories

The EU called on the Israeli 

government to halt its policy 

of home demolitions in the 

Occupied Palestinian Territories, 

including demolishing housing 

units funded by the EU. This comes amid the high rate of demolitions this year.

In lobbying and advocacy campaigns that spanned over years, Euro-Med Monitor 

representatives met with members of the European Parliament and launched an 

intensive correspondence campaign revealing the high number of demolitions 

against projects funded by the EU in the Palestinian territories. Euro-Med Monitor 

brought the case to the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC), providing 

a number of reports and statements, and contacted the Special Rapporteur on 

housing to exert pressure on Israel to put an end to its violations and demolitions 

last September. 

The Jericho Magistrate’s Court issued a decision to release Palestinian activist 

Nizar Banat after he was arrested for publishing a video on Facebook criticizing 

the resumption of relations between the Palestinian Authority (PA) and Israel.
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November

On November 22, Euro-Med Monitor called on concerned bodies in the PA and 

its Public Prosecutor to immediately release Banat, and urged the PA to review 

its security policies in dealing with opponents and to put an end to all violations 

committed against the rights guaranteed by relevant international laws and 

treaties.

Saudi Arabia/United 
Arab Emirates

Negotiators in the European 

Council and the European 

Parliament approved new rules 

on November 8 that would 

control the export of dual-

use goods such as electronic 

surveillance equipment to third countries that might use these technologies to 

harm their own citizens and are involved in human rights violations.

During the past months, Euro-Med Monitor, in cooperation with partner 

organizations, addressed several European Parliament members and 

representatives. Euro-Med Monitor had released several reports revealing the 

grave human rights violations committed by both Saudi Arabia and the UAE 

against civilians, including the war in Yemen, enforced disappearances, and arrest 

campaigns against journalists and activists for opposing the regime. Euro-Med 

Monitor, in cooperation with its partners in the region, called on the European 

Union (EU) countries to stop the export of weapons and modern surveillance 

technologies to countries that violate human rights in the Middle East.
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November

Europe

On November 10, members of 

the European Parliament called 

for ensuring accountability for 

the European Border and Coast 

Guard Agency (Frontex) over 

returning migrants and asylum 

seekers from Greece to the 

Turkish territorial waters.

On May 2020  ,6, Euro-Med Monitor addressed members of the European 

Parliament and the EU to impose transparency and accountability measures 

against Frontex practices and to establish an independent oversight committee 

to investigate and prevent any violations.
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December

Tunisia

The Palestinian 
Territories

On December 24, the Tunisian 

government and the Judges 

Syndicate reached an 

agreement to end the strike the 

judges have started since the 

middle of November, protesting 

against the unfair working 

conditions, especially during the COVID19- pandemic. On December 23, Euro-

Med Monitor addressed the Tunisian government to respond to the demands of 

judges, stop stonewalling in resolving the crisis, and paving the way for justice.

Twenty five Members of 

the European Parliament 

signed a petition launched 

by the Geneva-based Euro-

Mediterranea Human Rights 

Monitor which called on the 

Israeli government to lift its siege of Gaza, which is ongoing for 14 years, and allow 

COVID19- medical supplies into the coastal enclave in light of the recent spike in 

the number of COVID19- cases in Gaza.

At the beginning of December, Euro-Med Monitor addressed members of the 
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European Parliament (EP) to sign the petition that calls on Israel to allow COVID19- 

medical supplies in accordance with the alarming numbers of COVID19- cases. 

This comes amid the collapse of the healthcare system and the lack of medical 

supplies. 

A diplomatic delegation, including 18 EU ambassadors, visited the Gaza Strip for 

the first time since 2016 to examine the humanitarian and health situation in the 

coastal enclave, the difficulties Palestinians face, and the impact of the -14years 

long siege.  

On October 2020 ,7, Euro-Med Monitor sent letters to the European Union (EU) 

representative, Sven Kühn von Burgsdorf, along with a number of consulates 

and diplomatic representations of the EU countries in the Palestinian territories 

to protest against the European diplomatic delegation’s visit to the southern 

borders of Israel and ignoring to visit the Gaza Strip. Euro-Med Monitor called 

on the delegation to arrange a visit for the Gaza Strip to examine the ongoing 

suffering the Palestinians endure due the tight Israeli restrictions first-hand.  

In another context, the Palestinian Authority (PA) released activist Suhaib Zaheda 

after arresting him for participation in a protest against a government decision to 

close Hebron due to COVID19- outbreak.

Euro-Med Monitor had addressed the PA to immediately release Zaheda, and 

urged it to review its security policy in dealing with opponents, and stop all 

violations that would undermine individuals’ and entities’ rights.

December
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December

Europe

The EU›s Foreign Affairs Council 

adopted new sanctions against 

human rights violators. The 

sanctions will enable the EU 

to implement severe penalties 

against human rights violators. 

The sanctions include banning 

violators to enter EU countries and freezing their assets.

For years, and during a series of lobbying and advocacy campaigns, Euro-Med 

Monitor, in partnership with international organizations, had addressed the EU 

and its various bodies to take further measures and enact laws that would reduce 

human rights violations.

In another context, Members of European Parliament approved a draft resolution 

calling on all other MEPs to adopt a solidarity mechanism to guarantee the right 

to asylum in the EU and a fair distribution of refugees between member states.

During a lobbying and advocacy campaign that extended for more than three 

years, Euro-Med Monitor worked with partner international organizations to 

address MEPs and EU governments to accommodate more asylum seekers and 

distribute the burden among the EU countries. Euro-Med Monitor also raised 

the issue of asylum seekers and the ongoing violations they face in countries of 

asylum at the 45th session of the Human Rights Council in October 2020.
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Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
The EU asked the Bosnian 

government to take action to 

protect migrants and asylum 

seekers moving in large 

numbers in northwestern 

Bosnia and Herzegovina after 

the first snowfall covered their fragile tents and urged the authorities to transfer 

migrants to the EU-funded facilities during winter and to open new ones.

On December 8, Euro-Med Monitor addressed the EU and the government of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina to urgently open additional shelters for migrants and 

asylum seekers in compliance with international law and to ensure that asylum 

seekers receive adequate housing and treatment. Euro-Med Monitor also urged 

the EU to establish an urgent monitoring mechanism in Croatia to ensure that 

the police deployed at the borders respect European laws and the basic rights of 

migrants, including securing their access to asylum procedures.

December
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